
Aston’s stones have participated in 
several festivals and toured around the world

In 2011 Pero Theatre was invited to perform with Aston’s 
stones at The 17th ASSITEJ Performing Arts Festival and 
Congress in Copenhagen and Malmoe. ...performed by th-
ree scenic geniuses. DN ...exquisite and heartwarming... 
SvD ...backing up children, in quietness and on soft and 
gentle musical paws. Expressen

In 2012 Pero Theatre was invited to participate with 
Aston’s stones at The Imaginate Festival in Edinburgh 
and gave the performance on the 12th - 14th of May. The 
Herald wrote ...a deliciously whimsical take on childhood 
obsessions by Teater Pero (Sweden). Lovely live, jazzy 
music from three hilariously deadpan performers adds 
sophisticated swing to this simple family tale (for three 
to six years) of a boy who ”adopts” lonely stones. Tinies 
giggled and parents grinned, maybe ruefully. In July Peter 
Engkvist and the actors in Aston’s stones led a workshop 
for actors and directors in Lhasa, Tibet.

In spring 2013 Aston’s stones went on tour for three 
weeks in Wales and played thereafter 11 performances at 
the Unicorn Theatre in London.

In July 2013 Aston’s stones performed at TACT Festi-
val in Osaka, Japan and in January 2014 we made one 
performance at SHOWCASE: Swedish Performing Arts for 
Children and Young Audiences, New York.

In June 2014 the show was touring for three weeks in 
Australia and in July 2016 we performed the show at 
four different venues in the Aichi area at Joint Festival in 
Nagoya, Japan.

In 2017 Aston’s stones performed at Southbank Centre in 
London as a part of Imagine Festival:
https://childrenstheatrereviews.com/2017/02/18/as-
tons-stones

The ensemble also made a tour during three weeks at 
Tianqiao Arts Centre in Beijing.
In January 2018 the ensemble played, in german, at a 
festival in Nürnberg, Panoptikum Kindertheater aus Bay-
ern und Europa and in March Aston’s stones perfomed at 
Young at Art, at Belfast Children’s Theatre, and Hullabaloo 
Theatre in Darlington.

Aston’s stones where touring in Germany during three 
weeks in March-April 2019 (Starke Stücke Festival) and 
visited Bad Homburg, Aschaffenburg, Swalbach, Oberst-
hausen, Offenbach, Frankfurt, Ludwigshafen and Marburg. 
In Marburg the performance won ”First prize for best 
production” at the KUSS festival.

During summer 2019 Aston’s stones will tour in China for 
three weeks (Zhengzhou Little Dreamer Theatre, Tianjin 
Liuli Theatre and Kunshan Hubnovo) and in South Korea 
(Jongno Children’s Theatre in Seoul and Playhouse, Asia 
Culture Center in Gwangju).

Astons Stones In Conversation with Hannes Berger, Ma-
nager Learning & Access Programs - part of Arts Centre 
Melbourne’s 2014 Primary Schools Program.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYuETS9_AW4
In Dublin Aston’s stones were perfomed as an Autism 
driendly performance: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=AJ8uEKvFmQE&feature=youtu.be


